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Getting Started with Citrix VDI-in-a-BoxPackt Publishing, 2013

	Design and deploy virtual desktops using Citrix VDI-in-a-Box


	Overview

	
		Design a Citrix VDI-in-a-Box solution
	
		Get the budget for Citrix VDI-in-a-Box by building a case
	
		Implement a Citrix VDI-in-a-Box proof of concept and Citrix VDI-in-a-Box solution



	In...
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Long-Term Preservation of Digital Documents: Principles and PracticesSpringer, 2006
Key to our culture is that we can disseminate information, and then maintain and access it over time. While we are rapidly advancing from vulnerable physical solutions to superior, digital media, preserving and using data over the long term involves complicated research challenges and organization efforts.

Uwe Borghoff and his coauthors...
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Wireless Data for the EnterpriseMcGraw-Hill, 2001

	Everything you should know about "going wireless"


	A valuable reality check for the many claims about wireless, Wireless Data For The Enterprise sorts out myth from fact, truth from exaggeration. This guide by George Faigen, Boris Fridman, and Arielle Emmett shows you how your enterprise can extend its...
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Teaching Business Discourse (Research and Practice in Applied Linguistics)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book presents research in business discourse and offers pedagogical approaches to teaching business discourse in both classroom and consultancy contexts that address the key issues of dealing with different types of learners, developing teaching materials and evaluation. Drawing on the authors’ extensive experience of researching...
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Artificial Intelligence: Structures and Strategies for Complex Problem Solving (5th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2004
Can machines think like people? This question is the driving force behind Artificial Intelligence, but it is only the starting point of this ever-evolving, exciting discipline. AI uses different strategies to solve the complex problems that arise wherever computer technology is applied, from those areas pertaining to perception and adaptation...
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Fundamentals of AnimationFairchild Books, 2006

	Discusses the key principles and processes involved in animation; exploring the entirety of the creative process, from finding and researching a concept, through the preparation and techniques used, to the execution of the work. Each stage is presented in an engaging visual style, accompanied by examples and analysis of contemporary student...
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Mobile WiMAX (Wiley - IEE)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
With the wide and rapid deployment of wireless LANs technology, WiMAX is an emerging technology in wireless communication and is one of the hottest subjects in wireless communications.    

    

    Mobile WiMAX is based on selected papers and plenary speeches from the 2007 IEEE Mobile WiMAX Symposium, this book provides...
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Microsoft Virtualization: Master Microsoft Server, Desktop, Application, and Presentation VirtualizationSyngress Publishing, 2010

	The intention of this book is to provide a thorough reference for those considering a migration
	into the virtualized world. The majority of our target readers will likely be seasoned system
	administrators and engineers who grew up in and still manage primarily a hardware-based
	server environment containing a large assortment of both...
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UX for Lean Startups: Faster, Smarter User Experience Research and DesignO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Great user experiences (UX) are essential for products today, but designing one can be a lengthy and expensive process. With this practical, hands-on book, you’ll learn how to do it faster and smarter using Lean UX techniques. UX expert Laura Klein shows you what it takes to gather valuable input from customers, build something...
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Install and use the leading Linux distribution today!
Here's how to set up, manage, and upgrade RHEL Desktop, WS, AS, and ES versions     

If you need to get rolling with the newest generation of Red Hat Enterprise Linux in a hurry, you'll tip your hat to this friendly guide. It walks you through all the system administration and...
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Formal Methods: State of the Art and New DirectionsSpringer, 2009
The last decade has witnessed a modest but sustained increase in researching and applying formal methods. A number of well cited success stories are now available and provide strong evidence that formal methods can be effective and deployed in industrial-scale applications.

Through fundamental contributions from leading researchers, this...
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Agile Software Development: Evaluating The Methods For Your OrganizationArtech House Publishers, 2004
Are you interested in using an Agile method for developing software? Or
are others lobbying you to approve the use of one? Or is your interest more
casual; perhaps you are merely wondering if an Agile method is worth considering?
Whichever is the case, this book is for you.

I come from the “disciplined process”...
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